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Daily Softs Technical Charts
NY 2nd Month Sugar Futures

NY sugar futures gained ground yesterday as buying pressure triggered a close on the front foot at 14.00. The
stochastics are rising with the %K/%D exiting the oversold area, as the MACD diff is negative and converging on
the upside. This suggests we could see higher prices in the near term towards 14.17, but the market needs to take
out immediate resistance of the 40 DMA at 13.96. On the downside, the candle found support at 76.4% fib level at
13.79, and if the prices break through this level, we could see prices retreat back through the 100 DMA at 13.57
before 13.35. The three white soldier formation is a bullish signal, but futures need to take out 13.97 in order to
confirm the outlook on the upside.

Ldn 2nd Month Sugar Futures

Ldn sugar futures edged higher yesterday and managed to close above previous resistance of the 10 DMA at
396.70. The indicators suggest we could see higher prices in the near term. The stochastics are rising out of the
oversold, and the MACD diff is negative and converging on the upside. The RSI is rising, and we expect futures to
edge higher in the near term towards 40 DMA 398 with the 76.4% fib level at 403.14 the robust level on the upside.
On the downside, if futures fail into 393, then we could see futures break back below the 391.10 before the long
term support of 385. We expect futures to firm in the near term; however, as DMAs converge to provide tighter
support and resistance, we could see a strong signal, given one of the levels is broken.

NY 2nd Month Coffee Futures

NY coffee futures edged lower yesterday as prices closed at 126.60. The indicators continue to favour the upside,
however converging, with %K entering into the overbought area, suggesting waning buying pressures. A break
below the 124.80 would bring into play the recent sessions’ support level at 124.15. Prices have been relatively
well supported below the trendline, and in order to indicate an improvement of market sentiment on the upside,
futures need to gain a footing above 127.20 and then target the 23.6% fib level at 129.51 in the near term. The
hanging man candle formation suggests that while there was a sell-off during the day, buyers had appetite for
higher prices. The break above the resistance level, however, would confirm the ascending triangle formation.

Ldn 2nd Month Coffee Futures

Lnd coffee futures held their nerve yesterday as intraday trading saw futures test appetite at 1387. This level held
firm, and the prices closed at 1387. The stochastics are rising, and the MACD diff converged into positive territory,
signalling a change of momentum in the near term. To confirm the change of trend, the market needs to take out
support 1378 and then 40 DMA at 1368. To reaffirm the trend on the downside, prices need to take out the recent
low. On the upside, break above the resistance at 1387 could set the scene for futures to take out the 1407 level
before targeting 1422. The convergence of DMAs provides strong support for prices, and if these levels remain
firm, we could see prices edge higher.

NY 2nd Month Cocoa Futures

NY cocoa futures gained ground yesterday as buying pressure prompted a test of 40 DMA 2516. The market
closed at 2496. The stochastics are decreasing, with %K/%D converging in the oversold territory, suggesting a
change to bullish momentum in the near term. The MACD diff is negative and diverging. Wednesday’s sharp break
below the key DMA support points to a strong sell signal, however, we anticipate prices testing the moving
averages once again today. A breach back above this level would bring into play the recent firm resistance of 10
DMA at 2569. Futures need to take out-trend resistance in order to confirm the trend. On the downside, the fall
below previous day closing prices could trigger losses through the 38.2% fib level at 2414 and 200 DMA at 2409.

Ldn 2nd Month Cocoa Futures

Lnd cocoa futures took back some of the previous day’s losses, as buying pressure prompted a close back above
2245 at 2254 The stochastics trended lower, with %K/%D in the oversold territory and the MACD diff is negative
and converging, pointing to waning selling pressure. Yesterday’s close above the previous day’s open/close
suggests appetite for higher prices. The prices need to break above the 100 DMA at 2257 and then the 40 DMA at
2270 to prompt futures to regain upside conviction. On the downside, a break below Wednesday’s lows could
pave the way for a test of support at 2186. The indicators point to diminishing appetite for lower prices in the near
term.
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